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What’s Going On 8
Classifieds
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When?

Where?

What?

May 23-25
Jun 7-8
Jun 21-22
Jun 28

Calera, AL
Brownland Farm
Flint Ridge Farm
Cotton Meadows Farm

Jul 12-13
Aug 2
Aug 3-4
Aug 9-10

Flint Ridge Farm
Steel Prize Stables
Steel Prize Stables
Flint Ridge Farm

Aug 16-17
Sep 6

Flint Ridge Farm
Mountain Laurel Farm

Oct 18

Flint Ridge Farm

GiGi Nutter Dressage Clinic
CTDA Tennessean Dressage Show
Clinic with Bill Fields
Combined Training Schooling
Show
Clinic with Bill Fields
Dressage Schooling Show
Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
De-Spooking Clinic with National
Mounted Police Service
Clinic with Bill Fields
Combined Training Schooling
Show
Halloween Dressage Schooling
Show

*Events in bold are hosted by the TVDCTA. All others are local events that
can be audited for free, but are not directly affiliated with the TVDCTA.
**These events are not set in stone. Check back for changes. (Another reason to read the newsletter!)
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FROM THE EDITOR
It’s no secret that I LOVE older horses. They are reliable and hard-working and so much easier to work
with than the youngsters. They’ve already had their major spooks, bizarre accidents, and teenage temper tantrums. They are more confident in themselves and are easier to train because they are more
willing to work.
With all good things there must come bad things. Although senior horses make great partners, they
require some extra attention. Because of this, I’ve devoted this month’s issue to maintaining senior
and special needs horses. I’ll hit fitness, schooling, living considerations, and nutrition.
Don’t let these considerations scare you off an older equine. As anyone who rides older horses will tell
you, they’re totally worth it.
~KLA
On a totally different note, please remember that our riding goals are not our horses’ goals. They did
not sign up for this game, we did that. So remember to put your horse first. His health and happiness
are more important than your accolades, and if that doesn’t ring true to you, then perhaps try a motorcycle. It won’t feel pain when you break it down. (10 points to whomever knows what sparked this last
minute add-on.)

P RO DUCT OF THE MONT H
What: Saxon Simplicity Tall Boots
Where: State Line Tack (make sure to Google coupons before
you order!!!)
How Much: ~$80
Why: These have turned out to be wonderful, hardy schooling
boots. They are comfortable, broke in well, and have been holding up to a lot of stress. I prefer riding in tall boots to half-chaps,
and these are comfortable enough to wear all day long. Please
note that they run a hair large, and are a little roomy in the calf.
The uppers are elasticated so they should fit a wide range of
people. However, they are probably not suitable for petite riders.
I’m 5’7” and they fit me perfectly height-wise.
MISSION STATEMENT
TVDCTA is a non-profit organization dedicated to encouraging a high standard of horsemanship through
the use of classical dressage techniques. The TVDCTA will dissemi-nate educational material, sponsor and
promote activities (such as clinics, seminars and competitions), and cooperate with other local and
national organizations in developing and promoting better horsemanship.
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M A I N TA I N I N G T H E S E N I O R E Q U I N E
ATHLETE
Nutrition
Feeding the average senior isn’t radically
different than feeding any other working
horse (or person for that matter...). You
want a diet high in protein (12%+), fiber
(16%+), moderate fat (8%+) with minimal
starch. We’ve had great results using Purina’s Strategy Healthy Edge. I prefer pelleted feeds because of the nutritional consistency they provide. Stay away from
sweet feed and other sugary junk. Make
sure that you are feeding at the recommended levels for your horse’s target body
weight.

Casey is 29 y/o and has some problems with his teeth.
His weight is maintained through multiple feedings and
soaked hay pellets.

For seniors who have insulin resistance
problems, try switching to dry lot turnout
with low starch hay. Also, make sure that your grain in as low starch as possible. Two feeds that seem
to work well with IR horses are Purina’s Wellsolve L/S and Nutrena’s SafeChoice Special Care.

Some older horses may have difficulty eating typically feed and hay due to dental issues. Try soaking
their grain in hot water to make it easier to chew. If they can no longer eat hay, try a soaked hay product such as Purina Hydration Hay or soaked hay pellets. I’ve heard horror stories about horses chocking on cubes, so pellets seem to be a better
choice. The pellets also soak into a more consistent texture than the cubes which may make
them easier to eat. Adding alfalfa pellets can also
reduce the risk for ulcers.
Old age isn’t an acceptable reason for thinness,
so if your senior equine is looking poor, consult a
vet and a nutritionist to make some lifestyle
changes.

Workouts
Older horses still benefit from a good regular
workout routine, but you may need to make some
adjustments to account for arthritic issues and
loss of muscle tone associated with old age.
Take care to fully warm up his body before beginning any serious work. Using products that inSir Charles is 17 y/o and is sound without any joint crease blood circulation to the back and legs (e.g.
Back On Track products) before riding can iminjections or supplements.
prove mobility and reduce the chance of injury,
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especially during the colder months. Give your guy a long (1015min) walk warm-up. I typically take my guy on a long walk
on a loose rein around through the fields, and then come in a
do another 5-10 min of walking lateral movements before I
start in with the hard stuff. Any body part that seems particularly stiff that day may need some target stretching exercises
before moving on. For example, if your horse seems tight in
his right hip, then alternating between left side-pass and turn
on the forehand off the right leg can help loosening those
muscles up.
Apart from a longer warm up (which benefits all horses….),
older horses can be worked similarly to younger horses. Pick
reasonable exercises, give plenty of walk breaks, and focus on
one muscle group each day (change daily). You don’t need to
ride through your entire range of show movements every day,
and doing the same thing each day will not allow for muscles
to repair and strengthen themselves.
After your ride, take plenty of time to cool out and stretch your
horse. Walk him until his breathing has returned to normal. Do
some leg and neck stretches. After you un-tack and groom
him, consider putting mineral ice or liniment on his lower legs
(from knee/hock to fetlock) and any problem areas. Give him
a massage over his major muscle groups. Basically treat him Dash is 19 y/o and events at the intermediate level.
the way you want to be treated after a hard workout. It’s good
for both his body and your relationship.
I’m going to use this space to put in another plea for general fitness. Interval training is a great way to
improve and maintain cardiovascular and musculoskeletal fitness in horses and people. Going outside
of the arena will also do you both a world of good.

Turnout
The Old Folks need outside time just as much as the youngsters, but you may need to be more picky
about pasture mates. Make sure the teenage hooligans aren’t harassing your old man, and in reverse, make sure crotchety grandpa
isn’t hurting the kiddies.

Deek is 16 y/o.

Also be more aware of climate extremes. Just like older people, older horses are not as well able to handle temperature extremes and
thus should be brought in when the weather gets miserably hot or
cold. Don’t let your senior citizen get soaked, and make sure that
any blankets used do not chafe him. You may want to consider using a UV protection fly mask on sunny days to protect his sensitive
eyes. Using one may also slow down the progression of developing
cataracts.

Joint Care
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The biggest drawback of an older horse is the arthritic
issues, but they can be managed through proper exercise, weight management, and modern veterinary
medicine (life made better through chemistry).
Injectable joint medications are largely recommended
by vets (and at several $100s a shot, who can blame
them?) and probably the biggest go-to for competitive
equine joint care. However, I’d like to caution you before you let the good doctor go hog-wild with the needle. Steroidal joint injections only manage pain and
thus do nothing for the actual health of the joint. I’ve
also seen horses crippled by botched injections. So if
you decide that injections are the right option for your
horse, do your research first and pick a good vet. Also Goliath is 26 y/o and is still able to perform all
the GP moves.
be aware that the injections are not meant to take the
place of good equine care.
The jury is still out on the effectiveness of oral joint supplements. Major human studies show them to
be largely useless, but veterinary studies show mixed results (not surprisingly, the ones paid for by
drug companies tend to show them being useful whereas the independent ones show them being ineffective). If you decide to go for a joint supplement, first make sure that it is legal for showing. You can
do this by checking the ingredients against the drug list published on the USEF website. After that,
make sure that it has effective ingredient levels. I’ve added a quickie ingredient list below which may
be useful to you. But remember, I’m not a vet, and this is just a free newsletter. Talk to a vet and/or
nutritionist if you have any questions.
Effective Doses of
Oral Joint
Supplements

Glory is 21 y/o and still pulls off 69%s.

Compiled by
Dr. Eleanor Kellon

Name

Amount

Glucosamine

10,000mg

Chondroitin

5,000mg

Hyaluronic Acid

100mg

MSM

20,000mg

ASU

1,200mg

Collagen

40,000mg

CMO

1,400mg
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R I D E - A - T E S T C L I N I C S AT S T E E L
PRIZE STABLES
We have been fortunate this spring to host two Ride-A-Tests for our membership at Steel Prize Stables. We owe a big thank you to the organizer, Lisa Conroy who coordinated with the judges and found
a facility to hold these activities. The first Ride-A-Test was held on March 8th. In addition to organizing the rides, Lisa also furnished snack food and Sally Colocho brought a wonderful tail gate party for
all the members. The patio at Steel Prize was decorated with flowers and food -- Sally drove her vehicle up and put the tail gate down and away we went for snacking and sipping. Sally also computed
scores on the tests. Remember riders: the tests need to be copied and sent in to TVDCTA so they will
count on your year end scores! Debbie Hill was the "L" judge and she brought Katie Stoey as her
scribe. Debbie did a great job in her 15 minutes of teaching the riders after their tests and giving them
pointers to help improve their rides. Debbie is a very talented rider and proved that she is also a very
good judge and instructor, going from tests at various levels and then getting into the area to work with
the riders and horses.
The May 3 Ride-A-Test with Meris Greges judging and giving the mini clinic after each ride was also a
success with each of the riders. The judge mentioned at the end of the day that it had been hard to
go from "judge mode" to "teach mode" with only 15 minutes. Riders had received little gems from
Meris and were talking about them. A thanks too to the scribes Andrea Pappano and Savannah Emerson who were able to capture the judge's remarks in those small spaces on the tests. A thank you
also to Marsha Laitinen who came and did the scoring on each test as it was completed so the rider
could have her completed test. Lisa Conroy again furnished snack food on the patio with the table all
dressed up with a red and white checked table cloth and lovely Conroy flowers.
Each day required gate stewards who found the riders and got them to the arena on time. Also,
please send an email with your volunteer hours to Lisa Foly so you will get credit for those hours too.
During both Ride-A-Test's we also held a used tack sale. John and Shawna Redmann provided the
lovely red tent and tables for the tack sale and manned the booths all day long for both events. They
also provided Gator Aide and water and kept up with all the merchandise. Kelly Arnold and Whitney
Skirtich gathered equipment brought in for the Ride-A-Tests and put it out under the Red Tent. It
takes a lot of help from special people like this to have activities happen.
In addition to working the tack sales, John and Shawna were a big help getting set up for the shows
and taking down after the shows. It takes a lot of willing hands to pull such activities together and we
should be sure to give all of the volunteers a thank you when you see them.
I would like to thank Lisa Conroy again for the tremendous effort she made to get these two activities
on the board for the TVDCTA membership. The rides were interesting for the riders and for the auditors. Lisa deserves a big thank you when you see her, you cannot imagine the amount of desk time
and telephone time she has spent to have these activities work out for all of us. A thank you also to
our two "L" judges: Debbie Hill and Meris Greges and to the volunteers who worked to give us all a
lovely day and a way to sell tack we don't need and buy tack that we do!
Remember to send a copy of your tests from this show and the one in March to the Awards Chairman
so you can receive your points.
Thank you one and all.
~Judith Fiorentino
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W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH DEBBIE RODRIGUEZ
What: Dressage Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
When: Aug 3-4
Where: Steel Prize Stables
Contact: Judith Fiorentino (256-682-1200 or
steelprize@knology.net)
Details: Debbie Rodriguez is a USDF Bronze,
Silver, and Gold Medalist. She is a USDF “S”
judge and a USEA “r” judge. She is also a certified ISSA instructor, and the maker
“Success In The Saddle-a Core Fitness Program for Equestrians.”

W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH BILL FIELDS
What: Dressage Clinic with Bill Fields
When: Jun 21-22, Jul 12-13, Aug 16-17, Sept 13-14, Oct 11-12
Where: Flint Ridge Farm
Contact: Heidi Rose (fridgefrm@aol.com )
Details: Bill Fields considers himself to be foremost a dressage teacher. He
is open to all horses and students, even those not focused solely on dressage.

WHAT’S GOING ON: DE-SPOOKING
CLINIC
What: De-Spooking Clinic
When: August 9-10
Where: Flint Ridge Farm
Contact: Heidi Rose (fridgefrm@aol.com )
Details: Come work on building your horse’s confidence
and decrease spooking with the National Mounted Police
Service!
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C L A S S I FIE D S

MEMBER CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE — Like new 2013 County Connection in
black elephant print leather. 18in, wide tree. Asking $3400. Contact Tammy Bush
(tammy.tvdcta@gmail.com) if interested.

TVDCTA Bits Advertising Rates
Business Card……..…..$ 5/mo.
1/4 Page…………….…$10/mo.
1/2 Page……………….$17/mo.
Full Page…………….…$30/mo.
Classified………..….$2/line/mo.

1. Contact the TVDCTA at tvdcta@gmail.com. Please attach your ad.
2. The treasurer will get in contact with you.
3. Send check to treasurer. (She’ll give you the address through
email.)
4. The treasurer will send me your ad along with confirmation of your
payment.
* Members can place one free Classified ad (up to three full width
lines) per newsletter.

